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ONNECTICUT
Vol 31

No. 10

-Students,

Faculty
Asked To Give To
CCClothing Drive

New London, Connecticut, Wednesday, January

•

The announcement has been
made that Jane Addams is
the open house for the month
of January.

Dr. Jafues Cleland
I V
.
S
esper Speaker
On Sunday, Jan. 20

drive was proposed by Presldent
Truman as a nation-wide drive.
In New London it is under the diJames T. Cleland, until last
rection of Mr. H. M. Shalett, and year associate professor of religion in Amherst college will be
is headed on campus by Mary the speaker at the 7 p.~. vesper
Louise Flanagan '48.
service Sunday, January 20. Last
Summer cfothes, as well as fa~l he was called to the chapwinter ~mes, are needed. The lamcy of Duke university ..
clothes must be in good repair,
Prof. Cleland preached the baccalaureate sermon to the gradubut need not be cleaned, for they ating class of 1945.
will be cleaned and sterilized
in
A Scdt by birth, he was graduBoston before being sent to Eu- ated Irom Glasgow university
rope. Shoes are desired
also. with the M.A.-degree and received
They are to be tied in pairs, and' his D.D. degree from the same institution, with distinction in eckept separate from the rest of cles.lastical
history.
Coming to
the clothes.
America under the Jarvie fellow
The committee has a representship, he studied at Union Theoauve in each house. The system logical ser.unar-y, whence he obof collection will vary from house' tained the S.T.M. degree, summa
cum laude. Returning
to Scotto house, but it will be announced
land, he served for several years
in each house by the dorm repre- on the staff of the theologlcal
sentatives.
school Jn Glasgow university, and.
The faculty is included in this wee called to the faculty of Am
drive. A notice concerning
the nerst r.o'Jege in 1932.
faculty contributions
is in the inRecently, Dr. Cleland spent c
formation office. A box will be ye-ar on leave of absence in Enplaced next to the water cooler in rope and the Ncar East, lecturing
Fanning for the faculty contribu- part. of .he ttmo in the Ameiican
tions.
university in Beirut, Syria.

>

Stravinsky Indicates a Spirit
Of. Great Change in Our Day
by Arthur W. Quimby
You didn't like the "Capriccio"
which the Boston.
Orchestra
played the other night? The performance was exciting but you
did not understand
the music?
Too dissonant,
no form, just
noise-is
that it? And yet you
suspect that there may be something in it if only you had the
right approach,
so' you have
asked me to write something
which might help you in unders~anding Stravinsky and perhaps
!:pve you ~ point of view regardmg modern music. Is that right?
Well, I could do a better job if
you were here in Holmes hall
\Vhtre I could illustrate
certain
points at the piano, but I will do
What I can with the printed word.
World Changing
Let me st~rt with a few general statements.
The first of these
is that the world is in a constant
state of change.
Not even our
con.cepts of truth and right remam a?solutely
fixed, and only
stagnatIOn would result if they
w~re. This state of change is certaInly evident to you young people of 1946 when the whole world
is seething around us in a serIes
of cataclysmic
eruptions
which
may well give birth to a new
World in our· day.
MUSic Reflects Times
Now if the music of our day is
to have any validity it must some-how refiect these changes or at
least express the spirit behind
them. I remember hearing in 1929
a program of new works by a
Young Frenchman, and yet every
one of them was modeled on
works of Debussy written thirty
or more years before and the effect Was one of utter futility. No
cr~ation can result from mere
inutation, no matter how worthy

the model. The composer must
write of today; if he does not,
then he becomes-that most tragic
of human beings, the man who
has lived beyond his time (witness Richard Strauss).
The next general statement is
that the truly creative artist must
be in advance of his time and will
probably not be widely appreciated. by his contemporaries.
Listen to what Cyrowetz said when
he bought the new Opus 59 quartets by Beethoven-"Pity
to have
wasted the money." Or Radicati,
an Italian violinist, to Beethoven
about the same quartets-"Surely· you do not consider these
works to be music?" Or the critics of Wagner-"He
has no melody." Or Gounod of. the Franck
symphony-"The
affirmation
of
incompetence pushed to dogmatic lengths." We smile commiser·
atingly; but beware lest the next
generation
look at you in the
same way. Yes, the leader must
be in advance of his time and we
as educated people must try to
understand him.
.
Close ·to Modem MUSIC
Two other
statements
now,
with apologies to you in Music 9
for the repe~ition. First, it is ~xceed.ingly dIfficult to a.ppralse
justly the worth of any modern
work, because we are to close to
it. Certainly not all modern ~orks
are great, and many a ~mcerf'
critic has failed to distingU1~h .t~e
great from the near great m. hIS
day. Second; ~o one ~as a rIght
to a final opm~on untl~ he knows
well the work In questIOn. Ioften
quote the words of Theodore
Thomas, that "popular Ml:'sic is
Familiar Music." S~ated ~n another way, no musIC. of Impor·
tance ever reveals Itself com·
pletely to the listener at first
See I~usic"-Page 4
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USSA Visits NY Findings in Old English Ship
Unions, Coops Subject of English Lecturer
Mrs, E. Martin,Clark
In Field Trip President to Discuss

Jane Addams Is Open
Evenings in January

The Connecticut college clothing drive, for the benefit of the. ~------------people of Europe, will begin wea.
nesday, January 16 and will connnue through January 30. Thjs

OLLEGE EWS

by Sal'y Gold '46
U.S.S.A. took New York in its
stride, and we mean that literally.
Yes, on December 13, thirty memo
bers of the club started out on

one of the most energetic expeditions ever attempted by an organized group from ce.
,
After the 11 :23 arrived at Penn
Station we were allotted ten minutes in which to check our baggage, make necessary phone calls,
see our roommates
off, collect
our bearings, and start off for the
Milk Cooperative.
Dr. Colston
Warne set the pace and 30 pairs
of three-Inch heels tottered precariously in his wake. We soon
reached our objective, and Meyer
Parodneck, president of the Conwas waiting with Dr. Hartley
Cross for us.
Milk Monopoly
We found seats in his office,
and here we listened to his clear
account of the milk situation. Me
told us that 50% of the milk business is controlled by the National Dairy Products
corporation
whereas 10% control is all that
is necessary for creating a monopoly. As a result, we are paying prices tor milk that are far in
excess of what they should be, he
said. The milk cooperative has
been successful
in processing
mtlk at a much lower rate, but
its struggle against the powerful
corporation has been most difficult.
.
We then journeyed uptown by
subway to the American Arbitranon association.
A long conference table was available for us,
and we sat there feeling as important as the executive board of
U.S. Steel. Messrs. Murphy and
O'Brien explained how the association provides arbitration boards
for all kinds of disputes. Since
time wa~ running short and our
schedule was crowded, we had to
take our departure loaded down
with pi!-mphlets.

The possible erectlorl of a
new dormitory
on the Connecticut college campus will
be the subject of Miss Blunt's
chapel talk on Tuesday, January'21. The new dormitory,
which will accommodate
seventy-five students,
will be
used to house the overflow of
students
and transfers
for
the most part. The building.
would be located north of
Grace Smith and East houses.

ACPA Conference
OnCampu S Planned
For This Weekend
The first post-war
conference
of the American College Publicity
Association of District One will
be held at Connecticut 'college on
Fr-iday and Saturday, January 18
and 19.
Attending the conference, Which
centers about the mutual concern
of educational institutions,
newspapers, radio, and other media,
for good presentation
of educaLienal material, will be publicity
directors and public relation effiecrs from colleges and universities
in New England and eastern New
York state
The opening session of the conference will be at 2:30 in the Palmer uudnoriurrt on Friday afternoon, at which time there will be
four talks representative
of the
newspapers,
radio, direct mail
and wire services on the theme c j
"New Opportunities
in Old
Fields." Mr. Ward E. Duffy, managing
editor
of the Hartford
Times; Robert Hudson, associate
airector of Education of the Co·
lumbia Broadcasting
system;
Marguerite Tuttle of New York;
and Paul V. Cochrane, chief of
Bureau of the Associated. Press in
Connecticut will be the <.'..fternoon
speakers.

I. L. G. W. U.
By the time we reached the
International
Ladies
Garment
lUr. Brooks to Speak
Workers union we had acquired
Mr. Robert R. R. Brooks, at
the savoir faire of Eleanor Roosepresent the deputy administrator
See "USSA"-Page 5 for information
of the Office of
Price Administration,
will be the
speaker at the annual dinner at
7:00 p.m. on Friday evening in
Jane Addams. Mr. Brooks, who
\.vill speak on Force Through Public Understanding,
has been on
On Wednesday evening, Janu
of Yale and Wilary 23, at 8:00, the Russian de- the faculties
from
partment will present two docu- liams, and is a graduate
mentary films of historical value. Wesleyan with a doctorate from
They are .a living record of the Yale. Mr. Brooks is one of two
two most Important events of the men suggested to head a committee of civilians requested by Gen·
war on the Eastern
European
eral MacArthur to be sent to Tokfront:
The Siege of Stalingrad
labor
and the Fall of. B.erlin. The. com- yo to advise on Japanese
Mr. Brooks' wife, the
mentary, by Wilham S. Gallmor, problems.
is in English.
former Mary Storer, is a ConnecThe unsuccessful Siege of StalSee "Publicity"-Page
4
ingrad brought about the surrender of General von Paulus with
his 22 divisions-----330,OOOmen in Alunlnae to Contrihute
all, and with it the beginning of
•
the end'for the Nazis. The long To Fund for Infirmary
trek back over the scorched re>1 The alumnae
of Connecticut
gions of Southern Russia began college have been called on this
in th~ dead of winter, and its week to make contributions
to
drama is depicted i~ this film.
the lund for the construction
of
The Fall of BerlIn was taken the planned infirmary.
In a letby Russian. cameramen who were: ter like that sent to the parents
actually WIth the troops during of the students, Pre--sident Blunt
every step of the off~nsive. Ani· and Eleanor Jones Heilman, presmated
maps
explam
Marshal ident of the Connecticut College
Zhukov's general
plan, how it Alumnae
association
described
was conceived and executed, and the proposed bUi1ding~ The Exec·
what desperate
resistance
the utive board of the Alumnae assoNazis put up to the very last min- ciation voted unanimously for the
ute, in an attempt to check the alumnae
to take an important
Russian advance.
part in the drive.

Russian Movies To
Be Shown Jan. 23

I

Building of New Dorm

To Speak January 17
In Palmer Auditorium

Mrs. Elizabeth
Martin-Clark.
professor
of English
at
St.
Hugh's college, Oxford, England,
will speak on the 193~ evacuations of an ancient ship found in
Sutton Hoo, E"rtgland, in a lecture
to be given Thursday
evening,
January 17 at 7:30 in Palmer auditorium.
Archeologists
who found the
ship which had lain in the sand
for thirteen
centuries
were
amazed to find. that it was of exactly the .same type that is described in Beowulf. The richness
of the treasures found in the boat
makes it almost certain that it
belonged to a king, and it was
further decided that it was a pagan burial ship.
Though
little of the actual
woodwork remains, the shape has
been identified by the rows of
rivets in the sand.
A vast amount at unusual [ewelry and silver and gold objects
were found in a special cabin.
In all, this finding sheds great
light on the era of Beowulf of the
Sagas. It brings us in -direct contact with what has so long since
passed away, and makes the remote past less remote and more
pertinent to.us in our daily lives.

Prizes For Essays
Offered hyHunter

,

In celebration
of its seventyfifth anniversary
year, Hunter
college of the city of New York
is offering- a series of prizes totalling $12,900 in victory bonds
for the best essays on intercultural relations, it has just been announced by Professor Brodericl<
Cohen, director of the evening
and·extension sessions of the college, and chairman of the essay
committee. The prize money has
been made available by Lane Bryant, Inc., of New York city.
College and university students
are asked to write on the. general
topic, "How Can American Colleges or Other Social Institutions
Promote the Appreciation of the
Culture of Other Peoples and Cooperation Among Them?"
Contestants may concentrate on some
portion of the general topic. A
first prize of $1,000, a second
prize of $500, and 18 prizes of
$100 each, all in victory bonds at
maturity value, will be awarded
to winners in this group.
Essays
in the competitions
must not exceed 1,500 words.
Spec~J Awards to SchOOls
An interesting
feature
of 'the
contest is that a special award of
$1,000 in victory bonds will be
made to the school which the student first prize winner is attending. This award will be made
without
reservation,
but it is
hoped that the money or the income from it will be used in the
study or improvem~nt
of interc-ultural relations.
In judging of entries, the practical value of ideas expressed will
be considered, as well as evidence
of interest and sincerity. Greater
weight will be given to material
based on observation and experience than to theoretical
discus51 or._
The competition closes at midnight, March 1, and announcement of winners will be made on
May 15, or as soon, thereafter
as
See j4Contest"-Page
6
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Wednesday, January 16, 1946
CONNECTICVT COUEGE

P.Two

Co

NEWS

""

CONNECTICUT -UPS

ECfICUTeColLEGE

NEw.i

1916

Established

Publ1sheod b\' the students
or Connecticut College
("\ }"Wednesde\' throughout the college year from Septeraber to June, -except durtnx mid-veers and vacations.
Entered as Sl"'eOnd·e1RSSmatter AU2Ust 5. 1919, at
the Post omt"e at New London, Connecticut. under the
eer or Mareh 3. 187'9_

FREE SPEECH
The Editors or the -xews''

selves responsible tor the
this column. In order to
this column as an organ
ncnest opinions, the editor

do not hold tnem-

•

opinions expressed In
Insure the valIdity ot
tor the expression or
must know

the names

or ecntrtbutors.

M.mhu

Dear Editor,
The recent Community Chest drive was sueDisl:ribu 1(11' of
cessful enough, but World Student Service fund
suffered bad.Jy from lack of donations. CC did not
meet its goal. In fact, it fell far short of that goal.
Charter Member ot the N~ England
World Student service fund speaks for itself in
Intercollegiate
Newspaper Association
regard to the work it is doing for foreign ~tud~nts.
More now than ever before, it needs contr-ibutions.
Slnceit is impossible to launch a campus-wide
Member
drive for the benefit of WSSF, another method has
been devised for aiding this organization.
Elinor St. John '46 has been made chairman of
a contribution committee. Any amount of money
_,...
_II "'...
" .... L ...... '"'.,_
....
that students are willing to conu-rbute will be
Natiottal Adnrtiainc Senice, Inc.
gratefully accepted. Since this is not a campusC-'I#••
iUIJr .. ...-.
wide drive, dorms will not be canvassed. Students
•• 0 ".O'.ON
AVII.
NllW YOIltK, H. Y.
are asked to turn iIJ contributions
to Ellie, either
, cac. ..... ' _, ••. ~ •••• LI.- I". ,.......
_
in Freeman or to her box (313) in the post office.
This may be the old money-getting story, but
EDITORIAL
STAFF
think how we'd feel in the spot the foreign stuEdltor-In-Chief
dents are in. So come on, kids, get behind WSSF!
Bryna Samuels '46 •
Sincerely,
Auoclate Editor
!\o[anaglnJrEditor
Janie Rutter '46
Jane Rutter '46
Sally Radovsky '47

I=lssociaIed ColIel5iale Press

(bIIet>iale DifSest

Intercollegiate Press

1J_"u.".,

Senior Editors
Janet

Betty Rettrel '46

McDonough

'46

To the Editor:

Thank you, students and faculty,
Feature Editor
Package
Mary Batt '47 operation in the Christmas

Kt"W8 Editor
Norma Gro.rs '4&

Department Editors
An Editor . __ ~
.._._._._.. Jane Cope '47
RepOrter _._.
.-....
__ ._ Nancy Blades '47
Music Editor
...._ ..
Rita Hursch '48
soorts

Reporters
Mary Carpenter '46, Roberta Mackey '48, Barbara Fry
'46 crone Reade '48, Helene Sulzer '48, Marjorie Well
'46: Roberta Seahorn '48, Jean Hemmerly '47, Iris Herblls '48, Gloria Alprln '46, Norah Middleton '46( Elizabeth McKey '47, El1zabeth Bogert '47, Rhoda Mel zer '49,
Clare Willard '49 June WtIllams '47, Betty Leslie '49,
Norma Johnson '49, Grace Lurton '49, Marjorie Buck '49,
EdJlh Manasevlt '49 Janice Braley '49, Carol Jaf'ta '49,
Mary Meagher '49, Naomi Gaberman '49"Jan Coakley '49,
Margaret Farnsworth '49, Barbara GIraud '47.
Proof Readers
Susannah Johnson '47, Virginia Pollard '46 Lots Marshall
'46, Dorris Lovett '46, Betty Barry '47, Jan 1ce Damer-y '47,
Marna Seaman '47, Sally Carpenter '48.
Art Stall
Jean Abernathy '471 Nancy Faulkner '46. Sally DuIDeld
'46, Joan Somer-by '97, Jean Stannard '47.
BUSINESS
DUlllne88

for your codrive for the
Czechoslavakian
st~dents.
An approximate
363
were sent, Soon most of you will be receiving
notes of appreciation from the U. of Prague Students.
,
We wish to share with you the following letter, which was received from the PreparatOJ;y
committee
of the World Students Congress In
Prague, an answer to the letter written by participants at International
Weekend to offer their aid.
Prague, Dec. 19, 1945
Dear Friends,
We have read your letter of November 18 with
the greatest interest and pleasure about the deep
understanding
you have felt for the Students' Day
and the beautiful way you celebrated it. WeI only
See uFree Speech"-Page
6

STAFF
Dlanager

Mlrlam Imber '46
BUlilness Staff
Sue Studner '47, Lorraine Lincoln '46, Vera Jezek '47,
Lucy Keating '48, KItty Wile '47, Jean Carter '49 Mary
Benton '49, Selma Weiner '49, Ann Shellabarger '49, Connie Butler '49, Norma GablanellJ '49, Zelda SfOlltzky '47.
Advertlsln.!:"l'IIanugers
Thursday, January 17
Mary E. Cooder '46
Frances Wagner '46
Cholr Rehearsal

CALENDAR

Advertlsln,e-

StafT
Marie Hickey '47, Joan Weissman '46, Janice Warren '47,

GInny Giesen '48, JennHer Judge '49..1.
Francis O'Neil '49,
Laura Allen '49, Nancy Yeagher '4(, Barbara Otis '47,
Marna Seaman '47, Betty Barry '47.
Circulation

l'IlanuKer

4 :20, Chapel
Speaker, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin-Clark, spon·
sored by English department
..................
_.. 7:30, Auditorium

Friday, January 18

,

Suzanne LevIn '46
Spanish rnpving picture, Mexico de mis Re..............7 :30, Auditorium
Circulation Staff
cuerdos ....
Jane Saplnsley '47, Patrlccla Robinson
20
'47, Dorothy Dismukes '47 Edith Lechner '47 Dorothy Sunday, January
Inglis '48, Jane Gardner '48/ Jean Gregory '48, Mary Lou
Coast Guard Services
1.. 9:00, 10:00, Chapel
Coleman '48, Carol Wilson 49, Ruth Katz '49, Mary Lou
Brainard '49, Mlnette Goldsmith '49, Georgla Gerwig '49,
Vespers, James T. Cleland, Duke University
Charlotte McCorklndale '49.
7 ;00, Chapel

To What End Study?
"Oh, college is fine, but I'm learning more
without books than I'm learning with them." How
often has that comment been m9-de, and how seldom has the maker stopped to consider just what
he or she has said? If they did bother to analyze
the expression, chances are that they would mean
that they had learned to' dance well enough to
draw compliments, learned to make small and in·
significant conversation with equally small and insignificant people, learned the secrets of having
dates, or, more likely, learned the art of giving the
impression that all these things were true. What
an ignominious end for il five thousand two hun·
dred dollar education!
If this statement were true as often as it is
made, the educators of this nation might well have
something to worry about. Fortunately, it is very
d1.tIicult to spend four years in college without
acquiring at least some benefit from the allegedly
despised books. Whether the benefit being absorbed is sufficient or not is another question,
which automatically leads to the questipn of what
one is supposed to get out of a college education.
Another favorite phrase of college students is,
"I don't know why I should learn all that stuff, I
won't remember it two weeks later." No, in all
probability no student will remember the dates of
obscure laws, the 'times of the performances
of
plays, or the exact formula of chemical compounds, but there is a purpose in learning all these
things. First of all, the practice .of learning these
things is a valuable exercise for that complicated
machine, the human brain. Secondly, all these
things form a background for other and more 1m.
portant information,
...
In truth, that Ui one of the greatest values of
a college education, to form a background for a
jOb, or tor Ute in general. It is a course in finding

Wednesday, January 23
Organ Recital
5 :15, Chapel
Russian moving picture, The Fall of Berlin.
......................
_ ... 8:00, Auditorium

Palmer Radio Program

WNLC-WDRC
·1490 kc.

1360 kc.

Wednesday, January 16, 7 :30 p.rn.
Department
of Music, Zosia Jacynawicz
play Beethoven's work, Bagatelles, Opus 126.

will

Thursday, January 17, 3:45 p.rn.
YOUR SCHOOLS PRESENT; Williams Memorial Institute and Bulkeley High School, Woman in Council, by Aristophanes.

-So

I wuz just accidentally
mistletoe

standin',

o. M: I.
(Office of More
Information)
b)' Susan

Hannoch

'47

there under the

when-'-·

WHAT DO
YOU THINK?
by Janet McDonoagh '46
and Be~y Reiffel '46

UWe Fought to Free Europe; We
What Are Your New Year's
Fought to Free Asia; Now Let's
Resolutions?
Free America"
Janea Sinunons '49: All mine are
The purpose of this article is
sort of personal, but I resolved
not to give you opiniops but to
not to be so sarcastic, and to
acquaint you with the facts.
concentrate- more on' my work.
. Are you prepared to aJ)swer
They have both worked so far
the following questions about the
and I'm kind of proud of my
poll tax?
resolutions.
,
L What is it?
Emily Estes '48: Oh, I don't be2. Where does it operate?
lieve In making resolutions at
3. What is its effect?
'N-"ew Year's.
I couldn't keep
"'hat Is It?
one for a whole year so I com·
promise and make all of mine
The poll tax is a sum of money
for Lent. It r:eally is much easi·
imposed upon citizens by several
states before they can vote. The
er that way.
tax ranges from one to two dol. Sis Crumb '46: (The, following
lars. Not only does such a tax ex.
resvlution had to be obtained
ist, but it is often accumulative
second hand since Sis was too
so that in a state such as Ala.
bashful to admit that she had
bama thirty·six dollars must be
made it.) I resolved not to miss
paid after a twenty-four
year
a single weekend with my ftlapse.
ance since he just came back
The tax itself may seem like a
from overseas .
measly amount. When one can· Vivien ·Shepatin '48": My first res,
siders the poverty in the south,
olution is to lose 15 pounds. It's
however, especially in the poll \ a little bit early to tell whether
tax states where, on an average,
I can keep it or not. I've done
the yearly per capita income does
pretty well, but by next D~m·
not .exceed six hundred dollars,
ber I may have gained [J"dc~
remIttance of such a tax becomes
twice that
amount.
I don t
very plausiDle indeed. When a
know how long my will power
family may earn ·one hundred
will hold out. I also resolved to
and fifty dollars a year, not an
look more like a lady-I
mean
uncommon income in the south
I intend to wear a skirt more
a dollar fifty, 1-10, must be rathet'o
often.
hard to part with even for the Sharon McLean '49: I don't be·
privilege of casting a ballot.
lieve in resolutions.
I neve;
The south is also a sharecrop.
keep them so why make them·
ping region. Many of the share- Einlly Nicholson '49: Not to .be
croppers as well as the company
late
to my classes _ which
town miners live solely on credit.
means not to oversleep.
You
With no cash on hand, payment
'1 ks
of the ta}j: becomes impossible.
see, I have six eight 0 c DC
Th
b
t· ed
and my' roommate
is one ~t
e a ove men Ion
are just ~ those horrible people who don
some of the more obvious obhave any classes until abOut
stacles. There are, however, many
ten. I used to be a sort of hUmany more to impede the citizens
meof the poll tax states from voting.
man alarm
clock, ·but so h
thing went wrong
with t e
\Vhere Does It Operate?
works somewhere
'cause even
The poll tax operates in seven
the resolution hasn't worked.
of'the southern states: Alabama
Edith Aschafenberg
'48: It's verY
Arkansas, Mississippi, South Car:
simple.
I resolved
that one
olina, Tennes~ee, Texa~, and Vir.
night in every week I'd reall~
ginia. Although
a mmority of
get dressed up,. shed these du d
~'ple
in the poll tax states vote,
garees. and put on a skirt an
thelr Senators occupy the chairsweater.
.
manshlps of the f~llowing Impor.- MaIn Thompson '46: I don't make
tant C?mmlttees III the ~~ate:
xesolutions. I don't want to ~m'

f

the facts and information
which may have been
forgotten, in a sensible and intelligent way of facing the problems of the times, in making valuable
contributions
to a conversation.
The chances are very great that the pevple
who make the above flip comments know all these
things and that the comments are made merely to
cause the desired effect. The speakers have just
not· stopped to consider that the effect created is
not particularly one to be desir~d. An education at
Connecticut college is something that was vainly
wanted by somewhere around one thousand girls
last year alone. ~ of those who were turned away
can very easily get the kind of an education that
doesn't come from books. It is something like colossal lack of respect ~n those of us who are lucky
enough to be here even to pretend that we are get· Committee on Appropriations,
ling more education outside of our books.
J.M.D.
See uO •.M.I."_Page 4
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them.
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CONNECTlCVT

jj" Daghlian

Obser'!'es Twenty
Fi"e Years With CC Faculty
JtD" Butter '46
ll'
Friday, January

11, Dr. G.

LaSt huan had dou?le. reasons

vag

,.

te It was his bir-thday:
ebramore
. importan, t h e ce Ie10 cel
bUteveohis twenty·fifth
anniver.
b13led
the CC faculty.
News
sM'I on t the week Dr. Daghlian
l(.

c'
. }'.

COLLEGE NEWS

Jan. 18 Set as Final
Day for Registration
Registration
for the second
semester will end at 4 p.m.
on Friday, January 18. Every
student is required to register whether or not she has a
change in her program.
Registrar

Page Three

Of Cabbages and Things
by Bettsey

McKey '47

To borrow
a current
catch- and not enough time to glue yourword, "Something
new has been self to the typewriter
and the
added." - 1946 - bigger, better. tomes. But whatever the cause of
and livelier than ever before. You the
pervading
grlpe-e-deep
or
can:teJUon campus
and here's
have been in it now, for a length shallow. sincere or imagined, jusam"-t had to say about him.
'hall
~
of time sufficient to allow the tifiable or rationalized-there
is
¥i
ecticut college oreets the
proverbial
New Year's
resolu- no reason to inflict .your own par"conner to the Physics depart- '
tions to lose their
sting-and
..DWCom
ticular brand of the malady on
IJ'Professor G. K. Dag hliIan.
their efficiency. In fact, many of all and sundry. They don't appretflent fessor DagWian has a full
them have become nonexistant
ciate it, and, once you've dragged
"Prolendid career behind him,
The fact that national planning altogether.
But what is a new them down to your own indigo
and s~ hope that his work here
is a necessity
in our economy year without a new resolution to
level, you don't either.
and Wproveas interesting.
Much
was stressed by Robert Lynd, ca- go with it? What is coffee withSee "Oabbeg'esv-e-Page
6
maY
tl
h as
Professor Dag hi' Ian 'sSlIDe
• a u thor of Middletown, in a Convo- out cream?
(For those of you
ol sent in the Near East. In
cation lecture in Palmer auditowho like your' coffee black this is 'II
he attended
Central
rium on January
8. Mr. Lynd a neat way outl j And as coffee
X
kkey college, Anitab, Turkey,
pointed out the fact that because and cream go on and on, so the
no
great
state
can
afford
any
\\'here he received
his. A.B. in
resolution and the year should go
thing less than maximum
effl- on together.
~7
he attended Synan ProThus, since early
tant college, Beirut,
Syria,
ciency, business must have the
resolutions
have
undoubtedly
backing of the governmen t. The worn off, I am going
:ere he took special studies in
to provide
question,
said Mr. Lynd, is no you with a -ready-made
hysics, chemistry, mathematics
resolu- by Sally Duffield '46
DR, DAGHLIAN
longer whether or not to plan,
~ astronomy. In 1909-11 he was
tion'
l
The exhibit of non-representabut rather, how to plan. We are
a graduate student in t~e faculty
It has to do with the common, tive paintings
by both European
at the point where action will be
of pure science, c~emIS~ry ~nd
garden-variety
gripe. and American artists, now being
er. the occupation of Aleppo by forced to the right or left, Mr. everyday,
physics at Columbia untversrty,
since we shown at the Lyman Allyn musethem, from 1918·1920."
Lynd continued. Either democra- (I say garden-variety;
New York city, where he received
are comparatively
well-sheltered
urn, has occasioned
much com.
To that impressive list of edu- cy will take over the state and it
his Ph.D.
•
catlonal
institutions
may be will be organized socially, or big from the rigors of the cruel out- merit. To some the geometric
lnStrnctorin Turkey
side world 'it might be more ap- shapes, peculiar
color cornbinaadded
Connecticut,
where
Dr. business will take it over and we
ropos to call it a hot-house vari- tions, and lack of subject matter
"In practical work
Professor
will
move
toward
fascism,
he
Daghlian
has been the head of
is beyond comprehension.
They
Daghlianhas been assistant
and the Department
said. In the former case, the state ety.) The gripe, and everyone,
of Physics.
with or without a Webster at the admit that there might be room
Instructorin physical sciences in
When Dr. Daghlian came to CC will be run for the good of the
but yet make
Central Turkey college, Anitab, to see about joining the faculty, people as a whole, while in the elbow, will know what I mean, is for appreciation,
and, unfortunately,
such remarks
as, "Bet I could
Turkey,from 1902·1906 and from he was asked if he could start latter case, Mr. Lynd warned, it widespread
loud-spread
as well.
In most paint one of those with my eyes
1!W'-1909; professor
of physics
teaching the next day. He con- will be...run from the top down in cases the manifestations
are sim- closed," or "How can this be
and chemistry and astronomy
in sented, and on January 12, 1921, the interest
of profitable, busiilar: "I'm tired," "I'm bored," " .. _ called 'The Dancer'?
I see only
CentralTurkey college from 1912· in the midst of a semester, CC be- ness.
can't get anything
done," ". .. one foot."
1915; professor of physical
sci- gan a physics department.
Total Choice
can't get everything
done"-ad
This type of spectator deserves
encesin the Aleppo State college
In twenty-five years Dr. DaghThe choice, emphasized
Mr. infinitum!
an explanation.
Even a person
In Aleppo, Syria from 1915·1918;
And why the gripe?
It is not with little training in art would
director of elementary
schools han has seen lots of changes Lynd, is a total choice among ataround Connecticut. At that time ternate kinds of social systems, as easy to answer as it is to ask; begin by instructing
the skeptic
for the Armenian children started
oband run by the British army aft- New London hall was the only for the .utility of isolated reform maybe it's the result of too much not to look for the natural
class room building" on campus. is over. Libenals
are terrified vacation-or
not enough, maybe jects in the paintings.
AbstracHowever, classes were also being when they find that their minor it's the result of too many papers ttontsts expect their effort to be
held in the basement robms of and rather
piece-meal curatives 1--------------1
evaluated
on the strength of its
the quad dorms.
are inadequate.
The fact that
color,
form,
and
composition.
The physics department
made there is no strong liberal pressure
Purposely
they have banished
its home on the fourth floor ot group in Washington accounts to
realistic
subjects,
because,
to
New I London hall. The lecture a great extent for their weak·
them, only the essence 'oj, an ob·
and lab rooms were one and the ness.
ject should be represented.
For
same. Gradually a lab was de·
Pressure groups, said Mr. Lynd,
instance, they look at a danclng
'veloped. Dr. Daghlian made .the are accepted by the people as part
woman and instead of painting
by Rhoda ~Iell7.er '49
tables, some of which still remain of the game of democracy, while
Joan Eggerss '46, president of "figure
in 'costume
moving
Three CC srniors have donned in the Bill hall physics depart- the subject of power is taboo, the Radio club, inaugurated
a about" try to express the emo·
pedagogical robes and entered
ment. His office was in the Greek since democracy
assumes
that year which promises bigger and tion this experience
brings
to
New London high schools as stu. department.
The early CC really power is diffused among the peo· betrer E"vrnts from the compara.
them. To one accustomed
to an
dent·teachers. Enrolled
in the
See "Lynd"-Page
6 tively new but very active club at illustrative
type of art, the result
See "D~hlian"-Page
5
~ucatjon department's
course,
a special
meeting
which took is generally a chaotic mess. HowMethods 01 TeaChing,"
Helen
place January 4,
•
ever, if he allows himself to feel
Allner, June Hawthorne
and
the line motions, color relations
Recognition
was given to all and placement of the masses he
!IMn ~reland are getting pr~ctical
the
students
who
have
contribmay
relive a dance once seen
~pcnence in teaching by actual
uted their talents and time in put· even more poignantly.
nbservationand instruction.
ting over the programs. Mrs. Ray
Helen Aitner,
who
teaches
also gave a short talk and gave Eight by Three
Prenchand Spanish at Williams
A portion of the exhibit called
~lernorialinstitute, worked there by nita Hursh '4~
a pioneer in presenting
modern further praise fa the students as
well as to Clayton Howard, col- Eight by Three shows the work
he W('ek before Christmas
and
The Boston Symphony orches· works and has many tirst per· lege electrician,
who has been of three American artists.
That
ilJent,
much of her time teaching
trd under the direction
of Sergp. frJrmances tIl his credit. The secvery helpful.
there are many differences
of
the
glrls
carols
and
the
Christmas
Ko"ssevitzky
paid their annual nnd work on the program
was
Uory .
The
program
was
supervised
opinion
concerning
method
under
In
dasse those two languages. Her visit to Connecticut college on one of these modern composi· by Jean Black '48. Mary Eastburn any definition of abstract art is
q .5 are very alert and full of January 9. The subscribers look tions, the Stravinsky
Capriccio '46, mistress of ceremonies, intro· well illustrated
in comparing
,uestlonGand above all well.be- forward to this concert more per for Piano and Orchestra
with duced Margaret
.-avedo
~,
Healy '46 and these paintings.
Albert Gallatin
Jesus
Maria
Sanroma
as
soloist.
tpl"
espite the lack of a dis- ,laps than to any other, an d t hey
Pat Sloan '47, each of whom re- is apparently
not interested
in
~mary problem,'
Helen
de- llave never been disappointed
The work itself is a product of cited poetry, and Sara Best '46, creating depth. His compositions
.p ~ the experience of getting
This year was no exception. Once the later Stravinsky,
a far cry who read selections
from
the are seen to associate themselves
tlu h fore a class of girls not ~.£ain the listener ~s cO:1sciou~ from the tone color of The Fireworks of Mark Twain.
with the flat canvas as opposed to
'th~l1Younger than
herself
as nf the greatness of Koussevitzky,
bird and Petrouchka.
The ·neoMembers
Present
Scenes
some
of George
Morris's
in
'l4Jlenging."
,
the conductor:
greatness
in his classicism
in this composition
which the planes advance and retieep
emotional
insight
into
thp
naturally
res.ults
in
heate?
can·
n",. SPenl Observing
.
The members of the club are ceed giving an illusion' of near.
various' styles of music; great. troversy. A pl~no conce:r:to,In free planning
to present a series of ness and distance.
Ireland has not begun nf'SS in his ability to convey this ~orm, the strmg quartet 1.S used three or four scenes for each oth·
tUch~g Yet, but she has spent
d
t d'n
to the musicians
as part of the accompanymg
or- er, which will be broadcast from Shaw
"'Ie sat lme observing. Recently, ufn ~rs an h 1
C'J1estra. There are no pauses be· the studio in Palmer auditorium
Charles Shaw exhibited several
o t Ie arc es ra.
-tween movements,
giving it a into the ne}.,"troom. The e scenes paintings in which he attempted
tiass in on June Hawthorne's
let no~ndWas warned by the lat· Program Balanced
driving quality.
There are con- will not be on the air, however_
to picture airplanes
Top Flight,
::t.a.k h to look at her and thus
'The program
itself was very stantly changing rhythms,
frag·
At one of the coming meetings,
Number 1 immediately conveys a
~n~e e~ laugh. Joan, in com- well balanced, a characteristlc
of lneDtdl'y themes, and sev~ral di· the club hopes to present an ori- soaring motion, mostly by means
Wlth the demand, took out
EOHf-~evitzky's
programs.
The alogues between the SOlOIst and ginal script which will be awarded
of line. In Top Flight, Number 2
to WorkS ~e was knitting and set Bach Overture (Suite) No.3 was other members of the orchestra. a ten dollar prize. If it is success- one experiences the bulk of the
~ ha' ef.ore long, the entire prt'sented first. This Overture, so Whether one prefer~ this style .or ful, it will be on the "Your actual plane as it is ~uspended
in
I""
their attention fixed on called because of the importance
not, he could not fail to recogmze
Schools Present" program.
This' motionless atmosphere.
There are
~;
e teacher stood by hope. of the first movement, is really a the brilliance and sincerity of the program is offered by the schools no propellars,
no wings, in fact,
ranees ~nd cast threatening
suite consisting
also of all Air, performance
on Tuesday
nighh and colleges
of New London, nothing to remind you that this is
~arat1 t her Colleague. Joan, in two Gavottes,
Bourree, and Gi· Soloist, condutlor,
an~ Q~chestra Groton, and Norwich through the an "assembly line model." Mor.
~t she on for teaching, resolved
gue. With the excepti9n". of. the were in. p~rfe~t coord~atl~n,
for courtesy
of WNLC by remote lis, on the other hand, in .Posthuas going to be the well- grave overture, the work IS 11ght, exact ~mIng l~ essentIal ill th~ control
'd
from Connecticut
college mous Portrait makes use of such
I eacher.
but as always in Bach, the light· executIon of thIS work. In the pI- under the general
direction
of symbols as a battle helmet and
l>n loroOked
Over New Lon. Hess is devoid of frivolity. It is a ano solo there is more demand Mrs. Josephine Hunter Ray. On surgeon's
scalpel.
This picture
than ~or f.eeling, the next two programs, members
"'heele~ srnart.looking
pair of happiness of the soul rather than for technique
with its realistic symbols, had it
'ith \Vh
Shoes, and ended up an external one. The familiar Air and mastery of techmque IS San- of the ~lub and other college stu- been more
skillfully
managed
~ttors,~~,she Calls "black suede was present~d in all its love!iness roma's ~orte.
dents will discuss Wig flnd Candle and forms better composed, could
ii'lo/lortant
COmfort is really more by the st!"ings. The intense sing·
Th.e Plec~ de resistance
of the and the CC News.
have been more successful.
'I anyw t~an style when teach- ing of the unison violins against evemng war thl! Symphony NO.4
During the second semester,
a
Whatever one feels about non.
a background
of soft downward
by Brahms .. '!'his extre~ely
popu- program on American Literature,
June a~Y'"she groaned.
representative
painting,
he can.
plucking
Is indeed one of the lar compOSItIon ",:,as gIVen a dy· sponsored by the Radio club, will not deny that it is part of an imtChaprn wthorne, who teaches
by Kousse- be conducted by Sara Levenson
~s th an Technical
school, ·~ost insp!r.1ng experiences In all namic interpretatIon
portant
attempt
to express
the
\!itzky. No matter how often one Best '46, who will do all the wlit· tempo and character
at her students
say musle
of this new
~ Ko~·SSP.V:t7kY i~wen known as
See "'Symphony"-Page
5 inr and speaking.
era.
See "Seniors"-Pztge

National Planning
Is Urged For Our
Economy by Lynd
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ThreeSeniors Don
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tra-currfeular sports. It is really
quite easy.
Since the termination
of the
Christmas
season, A.A. council
has been quite busy trying to
pick up strings where they were
left' hanging. Out of the turmoil
of returning
to school several
strides have been taken. The first
thing we met in all our gym
classes was the election of managers for winter sports. The results are: Happy Marshall '48,
basketball; Jinx Carlisle '47, velIeyball , sally Carpenter '48, badminton; Mary Corning -'47, country dance; and Margot Grace '47,
modern dance.
For all those who signed up for
the badminton tournaments,
the
schedule has been posted and
slips have beep put in the campus
mail. Let's get the tournament
played off,
(Continued
from Pace Qne)
As you have probably seen the
notice on the A.A. bulletin board,
the
i~planning a big trip
ticut college graduate of the class between semesters to try, to help
of 1927.
you all forget exams. It is a ski
Round table discussions will be trip to North Conway. For inheld at the closing session of the formation
see Elizabeth Bogert
conference on Saturday morning, '47.
and the conference will end orficially with a buffet luncheon at
12:00 o'clock.
Members of the college Press(Continued
from Page Two)
board will assist Mrs. Katherine
T. Floyd, chairman of the conference, in registering the represenForeign Relations, District of Cotatives as they arrive and usher- lumbia, Finance, Immigration,
m~ in the auditorium.
Reclamation, Post-War Economic
Policy and Planning. The situa·
tion in the House is similar.

Publicity

c.c.a.c.

O. M. I.

Victoria Shoppe
The Modern Corselry
248 Stale Ittreet
New London, Conn.
Vassarette Girdles - Formfit
Flexees - Holywood Bras Vanity Fair Lingerie - Seamprufe Slips - Kaymore Robes
TommJes' Pajamas
Joan
Kenley Blouses SuIts
Skirts - Sweaters

-I

Varsity

Flowers
from

Fisher's
Prompt

Delivery

184 State Stree&
Phones 5800 and 5960

Otto Aimetti
Ladie.'

and Gentlemen'.

Tailor
Specializing in
. Ladies' Tailor·made Dresses
Coats and Suits
Made to Order
Far Remodeling

a Specialty

Over Kresge's 25c Store

86 Stale Street
Phone TIll

sented in the auditorium Friday,
January
18. The movie, which
will be in Spanish with English
subtitles, will begin at 7:30 and
the admission is free.

Music
(Continued

from

Page

One)

hearing. If it did he would soon
tire of it. He must know a work
well, whether it is old or new, before he likes it with comprehension, and particularly is this true
in modern music where so many
unfamiliar- devices are present.
With all this in mind let us
look at Stravinsky. Cut off by the
revolution, he was forced to sever
his connection with his native
Russia and take up his home in
France. Once more dislodged by
war, he has now come to this
country where he has, in the last
days of 1945, become a citizen
with us, His music falls into two
periods, the first largely composed of ballets based on the colorful life of Russra, and the sec-ond referred to as neo-classic because it returns for its style to.
the 18th century
where form
takes precedence
over expres
sion.
You say that his music is too
dissonant, harsh, only noise. Well,
harmony
has changed through
the ages, and it is still changing.
Time was when our staff of life,
the major third, was. not admitted as a concord but was considered offensive to the ear. But
the major triad came neverthe·
less, then seventh chords, the
chromaticism
of the 19th cen·
tury, new chords of Debussy.
then the more biting sonorities of
the 20th century and even on occasion more than one harmony at
the same time. Stravinsky's
harmonies are not new; they are ex·
tensions of the old.

What Is the Effect?
The poll tax denies the right to
vote to 10,000,000 people repre·
senting 81 % of the 14,000,000 old
enough to vote. Seven million of
this group are white and three
million negro. Just consider, representatives from these states oc·
cupy key positiGns in Congress. Basic Forms Present
But you also say that there is
They have been elected and reelected to this body, many times, no form in this modern stuff. My
by the minority of people they answer is that the forms 9f the
represent. 'Examples
are Bilbo 18th and 19th centuries are obviand Rankin who are not only ously not present in their pure
elected by a minority' of those form,' but tltat the basic procedpeople in the state but spread doc- ures of repetition, contrast, varietc., are
trines detrimental
to the major- ation, development,
ity of their constituents.
The poll there, Forms are compact, repetax has also influenced the im- titions are varied, themes are
pressi0Tl that is held by foreign likely to grow from germ monations
about us. The United tives, and, above all, contrapuntal
predominate.
Here
States as the seat of democracy techniques
must not tolerate such activities. again it is not something new
A democracy cannot .fulfill its which we have but rather an out·
growth from the past.
duties to its citizens or-maintain
One other element 'might be
its reputation of freedom where
such an instrument
of prejudice mentioned, and that is rhythm.
No longer is the bar line fixed,
and hate operates.
I have given you the facts; nor is it necessary to adhere to
one rhythm at a time. But much
draw your own conclusions.
When you have reached the t:on· of this rhythmic freedom was alelusion-there
is only one right ready present in ancient Gregorione----do something about it. Sure· an Chant, so once more we find
Iy every right thinking person that our modernism has its roots
must agree that "he" who "can in the past.
Wf! must then look at Stravinbe drafted into the army, "be
compelled to face the foe and sky and the other moderns not
give up his life" must not be "de- as isolated phenomena but as the
inheritors of a long musical tradiprived of hiS-nght to vote."
tion. They speak, to be sure, of
their own time, and their accent
is colored by the world in which
Mallove's
they live. But it is not a separaRecord Department
tion which we have; instead it is
it STATE STREBT
a Wedding of the old and of the
We carry the very latest classical
new.
and popular VIctor, Columbia,
Decca, Capitol, Sonora and
Okeh records

Rita Singer to Direct
'47's Competitive Play

National Bank of Commerce
•

Established

New London,

1852

Conneetieut

Ask for
Special Che_ckBook for College Students
Member Fetkral Depo.il In.uranee Corp,
'-

to

pro

Miss Dilley Talks most of their hames. J une ~unC'e
somewhat
flustered
whe also
On Meeting of UNO phone in her class-room rin n the
she has to ask the class w\S and
A new Mexican musical, ",Mexico di mis recuerdos," will be pre- In Tuesday Chapel do. The students are conn at to

'47

We have been back from the
Christmas vacation a little more
than two weeks and are now
cracking the books again. During
that wonderful
time when we
didn't have to think about exams
and all the other ugly things 01
llle, we cavorted around the countryside from one .dance to another. We really didn't know what
bad condition we were in until we
hit those dance floors. Then we
got in three weeks of practice belore returning to the portals 01
fair Connecticut.
Soon we shall
be out 01 condition again. The
best way to stay in the pink is
not to go down to the local Swedish massage. but to trot over to
the gym and sign up for some ex-

unable

16, 194(;

Mexican Film Musical
To Be Shown Jan. 18

GYMANGLES
by Nency Bledes

was

January

Rita ..Singer was ejected chair·
man of the sophomore class com·
lJetilive play at the class meeting
r.eld Tuesday, January 8, in Bill
hall. 'l'he class discussed the type
of play to be presented and decided to use a one-act play already
puullshed, rather than an original
I')ne by a member of the class. A
play-reading committee is to be
a-ppoin ted, and a sheet has been
posted in Fanning hall 01\ which
; to
yolunteers
Eign.
for the job are asked

trying to catch her by ~U~llY
The opening of the Uni~ed N.a. some obscure question and
tions Organization
meeting
In
if she does not know the a Ulle,
London on January 10 was t~e diplomatically
suggests
Ins~er,
subject of Miss Dilley's talk In the information
up so t~a~O ng
current events chapel January 15. may all learn. The girls in J they
Prime Minister Attlee in his ?pen· class are very observant of U~e's
ing address, Miss Dilley POinted she wears and she has t W at
out sPoke of social justice and
dressed
up, (This inforr~ t~et
sec~rity for the individual as the was accompanied by an ap ~ Ion
foundations of peace.
for having to/be seen in stoc~'ogy
The Prime Minister, said Miss on the CC campus.)
lngS
Dilley. stressed the point that alAll
three
girls
agree
enthu
.
though the fighting is over, we tically that teaching is fun Slag.
are not yet through,
and. he
lnf
tl
and
voiced the desire for UNO to be- very In orma ive. At first th
were somewhat reluctant
ey
come the overriding factor in tortheir adventures as teacher~ ~ell
eign policy, which the Leagu~ d~d
it was not long before they
ul
not. Miss Dilley said that Brttain
.
ere
c h a tt enng
east 'Iy about "the!
favors a "security parliament,"
children."
err
which would be elected by states
with the one function of providing for security. The body would
Ennis Shop
very much resemble the' UNO Assem bly, lacking a veto from the
230 State Street
major powers.
Miss Dilley stated that some of
.Hats Made to Order
the organizational
work of the
body has been accomplished. The i --------'
_
chairman selected is the Belgian,
Perry & Stone
Spaak, who is apparently workJewelers Since 1865
ing well with all parties. The six
- LEATHER GOODS
members of the security council STATIONERYNOVELTIES
.
have been chosen, aside from the
Watch
and
Jewelry
Repair
permanent members.
State Stroot'
Miss Dilley said that the Steering committee for the Assembly
at present consists of fourteen
members. The question of a trus.
Regal Fur Shop
teeship commission, Miss Dilley Remodeling,. Relining, Repairing
said, is of particular interest to
New coats made to your measure.
Africa and Asia, considering the
. m.ents--Cleanlng
and G1azlng
philosophy. "justice for all peo33 Main Street
ples of the world." The question STORAGE
J;'hone 6749
of what will be done with Japanese mandates
is wide open at ~·"
..,,,,,,,,,
..tII'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
present,
but Miss Dilley remarked
that Britain, Belgium,
and France have stated that they
Red Rose
would turn over their mandates
to a UNO trusteeship
commisRestaurant
sion.
James Wong, Mgr,

/Ulg

t .
w'

Chinese and American
Cooking

Seniors
. ({~ontlnued

from

Pa.!:"(')Three)

"Miss Hawthorne"
with a big
grin. She says they're cooperative'
kids but they "just get a kick out
of trying to annoy you." One of
their chief delights is mimickingJune, and when she notices half a
dozen or more raised eye-brows,
she knows that hers is raised. The
class, however, is aI')' interesting
and very bright group, and, as
leaders of their class they invite
June to all the school functions.
They talk continually and "Miss
Ha,Yithorne" has to keep their attention by calling on them quickly.
The problem of calling on, the
students was one of her greatest
sources of embarrassment,
since

The Eating Place of
Pleasant
Memory

14 Main St., New London

§"....,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,....,,,,,..,,,.......,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.J
For Drug Store Needs
Elizabeth Arden
Lentheric - Yardley's
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor
Cosmetics

The
"Nichols & Harris Co,

I

119 State St.
PhoI\e 3857

,

"
J
.
DoDtFee1Lib a FriD,etl Petunia
Invisible filmrid. you of thot froyed
look lost. Contains no castor oil-'
or other ivitant. Better make this,

handy, pocket-size tube your

COn ...

Only

25¢
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They're Engaged and Lovely
They're Vacation's Big SCOUp
~1.rY Batt '47
bY he night after vacation,
all
T
h the .house the newly-enthrO~gflashed their bluewhite digag ds and miniatures
and reo
amon now he had proposed, and
lated
h d said "yes" and how
hVshea
'
0\ NDERFUL the whole thing
wa Here they are all together:
wa\~~and views of Christmas rene its to the ranks of the encr~ed just in case-the grapevine
~rdI1't'reach every last lassie on
campus.
.
Ever mindful of its own, News
tves first place honors to news
~tor
Norma Gross '46, whose
ngagement to Caryl J. Senna~nd was announced during the
Christmas vacation. Caryl is a
veteran, a graduate of New Jersey Law school, and. has been
practicing law for SIX months.
Norma has set her wedding date
for the first day of summer, June
twenty·first.
Mary Ellen 9'Brien
Mary Ellen O'Brien
'46 announced her engagement
at a
New Year's Day party. to Lieutenant (j.g.) Paul Purkrabek,
Annapolis class of '45. Mary Ellen
met Paul last year at the Sub
Base, missed him fer ten months
while he was out in the Pacific,
and said "yes" seen after his return in September.
Mary Ellen
will be another June bride, and
from then on a roving Navy wife.
Evie Hanson '46 announced her
engagement during vacation to
William J. Kennelly, Jr., ex-first
lieutenant in the Army Air Corps.
Bill taught radar in Florida until
last June; when he went overseas
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summer on the first day of his
ninety-two day leave, and the captain launched a home-front campaign as a follow-up to his war
ones. Margie tentatively plans a
summer wedding.
Nancy Leech '47 announced her
engagement December 22 to Midshipman
Lawrence
B. I Kidder,
class of '47 Annapolis. Nan's and
Larry's romance dates back to
kindergarten days in Lima, Ohio,
but it wasn't until Larry'S first
year at Dartmouth
that they
started planning their future together. Nan has set her wedding
date for June 12.
Mary-Elizabpth
Van Nostrand
'47 announced her engagement on
December 18 to Ensign Donald
W. Huszagh, class of '46 Annapolis. Don is now bound for Panama, but will manage to take a
few days off next September to
say "I do." Van and Don plan to
set up housekeeping in Panama
until Don gets out of the Navy, at
which time they'll call Winnetka,
Illinois, home.
1

Bobby Little
Bobby Little '47 announced her
engagement Christmas eve to Gilbert
H. 'Hicks,
recen tly discharged from the 95th Infantry
division. Bobby plans her wedding for June, 1947, following
which she's going out to the University of Cincinnati to cook for
hubby while he gets his degree.
When questioned on his future
plans, Mr. Hicks was heard to
comment tenderly, "Just to marry Bobby." Ah, love.
Mary Wood '47 announced her
Christmas
eve to
=. engagement
Cadet Herbert
H. Sharpe, Jr.,
USCG, class of '47. Woody and
Herbie plan a June wedding.
Maren Burmester
is another
'47-er engaged to a Coast Guard
cadet, class of '48. She announced
her engagement at an open house
on Christmas
eve to George
• Wicker Elderkin.
Their wedding
plaIjs are indefinite.

1
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and Ravioli
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and. flew thirteen missions as a
navrgatnr on a B.29 during June
and july of last year. Corne V-J
day, he packed his ribbons away
and went back for his last year
at MIT. With diplomas in hand
he and Evie will shop for a mar:
riage license next September.
Christmas eve saw another CC
engagement: Janet Weiss '46 anno~nced hers to Davis (Duke)
Smith. Duke is also an ex-first
lo?ey, pilot of an A-20 in the fifth
AIr Force. His contribution
to
Uncle Sam's
fightin'
strength
dates back to six months before
P.earl Harbor, and he now has the
air medal and two oak leaf clusters. The airman is now grounded
at Yale with his nose to the
grindstone again, so Janet says
unhappily, "marriage plans indefInite."
Betty Lyman '46 has announced
her engagement
to Lieutenant
James Warden, USNR. Jim made
four war patrols in the Pacific on
the good sub Bang during a twoyear absence.' Jim will be out ot
the Navy next month, and he and
Betty plan a June wedding.
Margie Weil '
f
Margie Wei! ""'46 met Marine
Captain Marvin E. Mitchell last
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Lucy Keeting
Lucy Keeting. ~48 announc~
her engagement December 22 to
Robert B. Newman, ex·ensign in
See "Engagements"-Page
~
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DagWian

Three)

(Continued

hears Brahms, he never loses consciousness of the power of this
composer -- and the mystery.
Brahms' music never is lowered
to the level of banality; it is the
music of life of which we never
grow tired. There are always the
eternal
questions
of life and
death, the endless struggles
toward truth and beauty; questions
and struggles that are fearful and
yet fascinating.
In the 4th Symphony as in his other works there
is constant movemen t, usually an
undercurrent
below the rnelady.
In the first movement this is especially impressive with the dlalogue between the strings and
woodwinds above the surging of
n-e accompaniment.
The second
movement was extremely moving
as presented
by the orchestra .
Here again is the distinctive
Brahms melody, a long flowing
line, simple and yet impressive.
The following third movement
was vigorous and light, a contrast to the slow movement. The
final movement,
a passacaglia,
contains a ba~1c motive of power,
a scale pasgage sounded triumphantly at first in the bass and then
taken by various voices. Brahms
was the first to use this form in a
symphony, and it is well suited to
3 final movement
where the reiteration of the basic theme gives
unity to the composition.
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believed in mixing the arts and
sciences!
Finally the physics department
moved. It acquired the first floor
of New London as its. residence.
But the greatest
day came in
1930 when the department moved
to its present site in Bill hall.
Dr. Daghlian has gone a long
way since he first came to Connecticut, and CC is proud to an:
nounce his twenty-fifth
anniversary with the college. To make
last Friday complete, Mrs. DaghHan invited the three senior physics majors down to their house as
a surprise for aJ;1 evening birthday party. You see, there is merit
in majoring in physics!
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by June Wllllams '47
velt. Mark Starr, educational director, spoke to us of his work,
and then we had the privilege or
Tomoe is a girl who can shat- interested in social anthropology,
meeting one of the leading figwhich is now her major. She has
ures in the history of labor, Da- ter all argument in favor of the
taken an accelerated. course and
this June.
She
vid Dubinsky, head of the union. theory that if one does all the will graduate
After dinner, we went to a work required in college, there is hopes to take her master's at the
of Hawaii but may
broadcast
of America's
Town no time left lor fun. Besides do- University
Meeting of the Air. The debate ing her studies, she finds time to study in this country.
Tomoe is of Japar.ese
origin
was on wages and price control work on campus, to carr::., on bull
and spoke Japanese at home with
sessions,
and
to
make
little
jaunts
with Mrs. Woodhouse as one of
her grandmother
who spoke no
to the big city every now and English. She has the jump on all
the speakers.
then. No, Tomoe does not fit the the frantic students of that lanHeavy Schedule
title oUa one-sided scholar at all. guage and plans to make use of
by carrying
on
The next day was equally busy, She is ambitious
and diligent; her knowledge
for we were whisked through the she loves fun and exciting novel- field work in social anthropology'
testing labs of Consumer's union, ties; and she has that keen wit in Japan. Her special interest is
the effect of changing
instituthe visitors' gallery of the Stock that only comes frbm close ob- tions. on the moral and spiritual
Exchange, and the office of the servation of people and objects outlook of the Japanese peopleespecially
in the villages
and
American Civil Liberties union. about her.
small towns.
Tomoe comes from that roman
In the last place named, Mr. Bald.
But Tomoe insists that a career
tic spot about which the song
win told of the commendable
goes, "I want to go back to my is not the only thing in life for
work his organization
has been little grass shack,' and in case her.
She won't tell, and her
doing in protecting the ciiizens' you don't know where that is, it's friends are most discreet abou t
but one
rights to exercise the Four Free- Kana, a district of the main is- giving out information,
land of Hawaii. All that she read would suspect that she has a trick
dams.
We ate at one of the Coopera- in her geography books in school or two up her sleeve. It can't be
tive cafeterias.
Dr. Cross told us sounded like a lot of bull to her her looks which are holding her
back. It can't be her voice, which
during lunch about how the Co- until she came to the United
States and 'saw real snow, falling is soft and melodious. It can't be
operatives came to be organized,
has plenty of
how they are run, and how they leaves, and spring in New Eng- lack of brain-she
land. She never knew the mean- that.
benefit the consumer.
No, Tomoe is not a one-sided
ing of "What is so rare as a day
The next stop was the National
a person at all.
Maritime union. We were taken in June" till she experienced
0n a co mpl e t e t our 0 f th e build
Ul - New London January.
And what does she think of our
ing while "S1. Louis Blues" blared
out at us. The men have large re- country? "I like it. There's more
Turners Flower Shop
.creation halls where they can room to navigate," says she. As
Incorporated
play ping pong or pool, and there for our large cities, she says,
27
Main
se, New London
"You
always
know
when
you're
are art classes, dance classes, etc.
After seeing the N.M.D., we had in Boston. And New York is the
Specialize in
gone through both our schedule most thrilling place." She has a
Corsages - Fall Decorations
and the soles of our shoes. We love of the Big City rivaling any
old
time
New
Yorker's.
turned our steps toward subway,
Tornoe came to the United
bus, or taxi, with gratitude
to
Drs. Cross and Warne, and with States in 1939, spent some time in
Hughie Devlin's
the halo of enlightenment resting Oregon, and then carne to CC.
Ringside Restaurant
She originally intended to go into
comfortably on our heads.
169 Bank Street
occupational therapy but became

128 State Street
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ated from Lehigh in '42 and

l!!i:::!:

Harvard Business AdministrlrOln

school. From there he w ahon
Hollywood, and worked as ent to
________
.~----salesman until an ad in the a Shoe
.
Bob is back for the Selsnick school for pa~
Having now resolved not to in- the Navy Air c<?rp~iChigan and writers started him on hisruoVie
pIe. Actually, he pointed out,
flict your woe on others, wrap
pressure groups represent vested
,~~e.in~efinit~.
0 ~fl~;S~a~~e~~~ ~~
~~~~s~i ~~~
your ingenuity around Part Two ~e~~~e:~l~~:
interests which try to gain power
Ann Romig 48 IS engaged t three years
this Tha k rue In
-c-don't inflict the gripe on yourby forcing their will upon the
sell. One loud sustained howl at George Lenning, in .the Naval and found out that the ~ittgiv~g
government.
"not enough time and much too ROTC at Brown. TheIr romance across the street had gro e gltl
Our democracy. Mr. Lynd conmuch to do; they have forgotten dates back to a blind date for a On the night of the twentWn. up.
tinued, with its system of checks
that once I was a human being" birthday party ~ tent~ g~a~~ Bobby stepped orr the d~'~xt.h,
and balances, is set up to operate
is usually the time allotted to sev- George gave Anme .her rmg lTI. it Westport;
Dick said, "Will
U1
in low gear, and cannot cope wi th
eral pages of typewriter, or even ingenious way ChrIstmas eve..
marry me?", and ftashed a You
our highly mobile
eco no m y.
on occasion to a chapter of Ec. was all ti~d up in a huge box WIi~ tiful ring in st~rtled Bobby's ~eau_
Therefore,
administrative
agenThis is just an example-you
can six boxes lDsl~e.. Ge~rge hopes
cies, which can act swiftly. are
Bobby plans fo leave school ace.
make your O\VTI variations.
But get his comrrnssron In June, and end of this semester for a
~e
playing an increasingly
imporSPrIng
the primary thing is the begin- then go to supply SC?ool. Wed- wedding.'
tant role in the government, h,e
ningc--t'Be it resolved, that from ding plans are Indefinite.
said. Beca use these agencies ate
Bobby Freedman '48 announced
~his day hence ... " You call take
the mercy
of private
power
her engagement New Year's day
It from here.
groups which are trying to reto Richand Berg, a motion picture
duce them to mere branch offices
writer and producer in Hollyof big business, we are - drifting
wood. Dick is the brother of Bob- .
away from responsible govern
by's best friend, but during the
ment, Mr. Lynd added.
Wednesday Thursday
MISS RUTH RICHARDSON
ten years he lived across the
<Continued from Page One)
The constitution
provides for
Swiss
Family
Robinson
street from her, she was just his
political but not economic democThomas Mitchell
sister's little friend. Dick graduracy and this was satisfactory as
and
long as the two remained sepapossible. Final judging will be
Ruggles of Red Gap
Is Now done by a distinguished board
rate and the last arbitrator was Miss Richardson
1945
democratic political power, Mr.
whos
names will be announced 1792
Friday - Monday
Serving
in
the
Pacific
Lynd said. Now, however, he conlater. A circular giving complete
The Union Bank & Trust
Allotment Wise
tinued, economic and political
Ruth Janet Richardson. former contest details may be obtained
Co. of New London, Conn.
Kay Frances
power have become factually in- acting business manager at Con- by addressing Hunter college, Dialso
Trust
and
Commercial
Depts,
divisible, and unification which
amond Jubilee Essay contest, P.
necttcqt
college,
has
arrived
in
Doctor
Cyclops
will give coherence is inevitable.
O. Box 7, New York 8, N. Y.
153 YE..U~S OF .SERVICE
to serve
the
There. can no longer be a com- the Philippines
promise between capitalism and armed forces as an' American
democracy, said Mr. Lynd, for we Red Cross staff assistant.
She is
are laced with an all-out power
a graduate of Norwich Free acado
struggle which will result in either socialism or fascism. This, he emy, Norwich, Conn., and Kathconcluded. is the problem and the arine Gibbs school, Boston. She
choice which faces the American attended
Russell Sage college,
people in the coming years.
Troy, N. Y.
(l'onUnued

fConUnuNi from PaJ:"f!'Tbree)
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regret that you could not be present at the Congress which really
was a mighty manifestation
for
International
Cooperation
and
the ideals of friendship, freedom
and world peace. If each participator will take these principles as
seriously and concretely as you
do, they will not remain hollow
phrases this time, and we pray
you to take our best thanks for
your good will.
Destroyed Europe really needs
help, wherever you look. Our students have no books for their
studies, as the Nazis stole what
was not ruined by warfare. This
difficulty
becomes
insurmountable as to all kinds of books of
medical sciences, anatomic maps.
etc., as well as to technical sciences.
We wish the best success to
your work in the New Year 1946
and are looking forward. to further news of you.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. Vojtech J'andecka,
President
Josef Grohman
General Secretary
\
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Their need is evident.
Let's
keep their faith.
After mid-year vacation a book
drive will be started, for technical
and scientific books of a college
level. This is being brought to
your attention now in hopes that
you will Ieave your discarded first
semester books at college and get
more books from home. Please
give instead of selling.
Thanks to Service league and
Committee House representatives
of the World Student Movement.
Jean Witman
Lois Johnson
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